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EDITED KIDS' ROOM
L E S S O N S  I N  O R G A N I Z I N G  K I D ' S  T O Y S  F O R  A  C A L M  U N C L U T T E R E D  S P A C E

HOW TO EDIT KID'S TOYS
 

Donations
- Have a box (like KUGGIS) in a closet - notice when toys haven't been played

with in a while, especially small plastic toys. Put them away in the box. If they

aren't asked for in a month. Donate the box contents.

 

Have Less Toys 

- You are the best example for your kid to not buy things all the time and make

thoughtful purchases. 

- Have a conversation with relatives about gift giving. 

- Emphasize experiences over things. 

- Open-ended creative, building toys tend to be the most used in our home (ie.

blocks, magnet tiles, dress up clothes, lego).  

 

Include The Kids 
- Have conversations with the kids about what toys are played with and which

ones are ready to go to another home. Every 2 months have them choose a

couple of toys to give to another family and either pass them along or donate

them.
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ORGANIZE WHAT YOU HAVE
 

Everything in it's place - Blocks in one bin, cars in another, dolls in another etc.

and keep it consistent so the kids will follow your lead.  Concealed storage that is

easy for kids to use. 

 

Reduce Visual Clutter - As the kids have gotten older I have lost the battle over

only having beautiful toys. Store small things in smaller storage bins, baskets or

divided containers.

 

Display favourite toys - Instead of adding more decoration or art to their room

allow their favourite toys to be out on display for easy access for play. 

 

Go Vertical  - Use wall space to display books or toys. Some of my favourites

are the FLISAT Book Shelves.  or the MOSSLANDA Picture Ledges for books or

small toys.

 

Art Supplies - Having art supplies readily available and quick to clean up has

been a good thing in our house. We hold most supplies in the MOPPE mini chest

and some extra paper and the MALA paper roll for floor drawing in another box. 

 

Know Your Kids - If there is anything I have learned over the last 6.5 years it is

that you can't fight who your kids are. If they love trains, get them trains. If they

love dressing up, then make sure you have a dress up basket. Whatever they

love to do and will spend extended periods of time doing then make room for

those items in your space and ensure there is a place for those items to go when

they are done playing with them. This makes playtime and clean up more

enjoyable for everyone.

 

MY IKEA FAVOURITES:

KUGGIS  - BOXES

 
FLISAT - SHELVES

 
MOPPE - ART STORAGE

 
SAMMANHANG - BITS

 
KNAGGLIG - CRATES

 
MALA - PAPER

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


